Driving Directions

To: UC Davis Genome and Biomedical Sciences Facility
451 Health Sciences Drive
Davis, CA. 95616

From San Francisco/Bay Area
Take Interstate 80 east towards Sacramento. Proceed past Dixon exits and take Highway 113 north towards Woodland. Take Hutchison Drive (UC Davis), the first exit. Merge to the right onto Hutchison.

Once on Hutchison turn right at the first light (Health Sciences Drive) Go through the stop sign and you will arrive in the parking lot. Our building is the 6-story Genome & Biomedical Sciences building.

From Sacramento
Take Interstate 80 west towards San Francisco. Proceed past the Davis exits and take Highway 113 north towards Woodland. Take the Hutchison Drive (UC Davis exit. Follow the signs onto Hutchison.

Once on Hutchison turn right at the first light (Health Sciences Drive) Go through the stop sign and you will arrive in the parking lot. Our building is the 6-story Genome & Biomedical Sciences building.

From the Sacramento International Airport
Go South on Airport Blvd towards the freeway entrance. Merge onto I-5 N towards Woodland, go 8.2 miles. Take E Main St exit towards CA-113 S/Woodland. Turn Left on Main Street. Travel .7 miles to Hwy 113 South and turn Left onto CA-113 S. towards Davis, go 9.5 miles. Take Hutchison Dr exit toward UC Davis and turn Left onto Hutchison Dr. Turn Right at 1st light onto Health Sciences Drive. Go straight thru stop sign. End at 6 story GBSF bldg.

***There are paid parking slots available in the main parking area. The Cherry Lab and offices are located on the west end of the 2nd Floor.